
Counselling Psychology responding to the needs of communities 

On almost a thrice weekly basis the McCord Psychology Clinic receives requests from 

parents to assess their school going children for school learning and behavioural challenges. 

The children have been referred by teachers in various schools. Amongst other procedures 

and tests, this involves the use of an extensive cognitive assessment test such as the SSAIS or 

ZSAIS. In McCord, it is not possible to cope with so many assessments so parents are 

advised to contact the Centre for Applied Psychology at UKZN, Sherwood Assessment 

Centre or private psychologists. 

Unfortunately the parents usually reply that they cannot afford to pay for the assessments and 

they need to be done as soon as possible. Often reports compiled are lengthy and time 

consuming with detailed and quite technical explanations as to the meaning of each 

individual sub-test. This begs the question as to how they might be made more stream lined 

so as to provide the necessary information required to guide teachers and parents 

There seems to be a need for pro-bono service to be provided to these families and 

Educational Psychologists might be in the best position of all categories to provide it. It is 

hoped that intern and registered Educational Psychologist could consider providing this 

service. Many teachers are aware of these assessments and are eager to find out the cognitive 

level of their scholars. Often scholars are ill placed in their existing schools. 

Re-location to special or remedial schools also becomes a concern for parents. There are not 

many and the known ones are out of the price range of a lot of the concerned parents. 

Another issue is that cognitive level of the scholar does not qualify the child to enter the 

better known remedial schools such as Livingstone or Pinetown Senior Primary. Kenmont, 

Browns and Westridge Schools are alternatives. Social workers in Nzamo Clinic in Prince 

Mnyeni Hospital or Pinetown Clinic are able to refer scholars to a variety of special schools 

so these clinics should be remembered. There are probably social workers in many different 

sites who are doing the same work but I do not know them.” 

Dr Sally John (Counselling Psychologist) 

 


